We deal with the new class of pre-I-regular pre-I-open sets in which the notion of pre-I-open set is involved. We characterize these sets and study some of their fundamental properties. We also present other notions called extremally pre-I-disconnectedness, locally pre-I-indiscreetness, and pre-I-regular sets by utilizing the notion of pre-I-open and pre-I-closed sets by which we obtain some equivalence relation for pre-I-regular pre-I-open sets.
(c) For every ∈ I ( ), I int( I ( I int( I ( )))) = I int( I ( )). Proof.
(c) It is obvious that I int( I ( )) ∈ I ( , ), so by (b) we have I int( I ( )) ⊂ I int( I ( I int( I ( )))). On the other hand I int( I ( )) ⊂ I ( ) which implies I ( I int( I ( ))) ⊂ I ( I ( )) = I ( ). Therefore, Iint( I ( I int( I ( )))) ⊂ I int( I ( )).Hence I int( I ( I int( I ( )))) = I int( I ( )). (c) Given that and are pre-I-regular pre-Iclosed sets, therefore, = I ( I int( )) and
(d) Given that and are pre-I-regular pre-I-open, therefore, = I int( I ( )) and = I int( I ( )).
A subset of an ideal topological space ( , , I) is said to be I-rare if it has no interior points in ⋆ . 
Theorem 11. Let ( , , I) be an ideal space. Then the following hold. (a) The empty set is the only subset which is nowhere dense and pre-I-regular pre-I-open. (b) If is pre-I-regular pre-I-closed, then every I-rare set is pre-I-open.

Proof. (a) Suppose is nowhere dense and is pre-Iregular pre-I-open. Then
= I int( I ( )) = I ( ) ∩ int( ⋆ ( I ( ))), by Lemma 1. Therefore, ⊂ I ( ) ∩ int( ⋆ ( ( ))) ⊂ I ( ) ∩ int( ( )) = I ( ) ∩ 0 = 0. (b) Suppose is pre-I-regular pre-I-closed. Then = I ( I int( )) = I int( ) ∪ (int ⋆ ( I int( ))) ⊂ I int( ) ∪ (int ⋆ ( )) = I int( ) ∪ 0 = I int( ).− I int( ))) = int( ( − ( ∩ int( ⋆ ( ))))) = int( ( ∩ ( − ) ∪ (int( ⋆ ( − ))))) = int( ( ∩ ( − ) ∪ ( − int( ⋆ ( ))))) = int( ( − int( ⋆ ( )))) ⊂ int( ( ) − int( ⋆ ( ))) = int( ( ) − (int( ⋆ ( )))) ⊂ int( ( ) − (int( ⋆ ( )))) = 0. Therefore − I int( ) is
